Magazine Website Editing Guide: Editors Pick

IN THIS SECTION

- Adding Stories to the Editors pick in the home page
In this section we will cover how to add stories in the **editors pick** section of the Magazine homepage.

When creating your stories for the magazine site all stories have the option to associate the tag **“Editor Pick”** with the story page using the tags section.

Navigate to the story you wish to tag as an editor’s pick.

In the example below we will use the story for DAA 2016 located in the features section for the Spring 2016 magazine section.

Expand the tags section and select “editor pick” in the tags section.

While selected, click on the right arrow to add it to the selected window.

Once done, this will inform Sitecore that this is a page you wish to display as an editor’s pick from the current issue.
The recommended amount of items to be displayed in the editor’s pick section is no more than 6 editors’ picks per issue. If tagged correctly, the stories you tagged will be displayed appropriately in the section below.

**Editors’ Picks**

**FEATURE**

Distinguished Alumni Awards 2016
Since 1971 we have celebrated innovative leaders across all industries, from finance to the arts.

**FEATURE**

The Jet Set
In order for Todd Musgrove, ’10, to get to the office, he takes a plane, a train, and a car. And he likes it!" 

**FEATURE**

Power Play
When Andrea Sreshta watched news footage of the devastating 2010 earthquake in Haiti, she remembered... 

**FEATURE**

Out of the Box
Full-Time student Julia McInnis was mingling with a crowd of partygoers at the 2016 Sundance Film Festival. 

**PERSPECTIVE**

This is Working For Me: Daniel Morissette
After eight and a half years as CFO of Stanford... 

**PERSPECTIVE**

The Book of Booth: Mary Lou Gorno
As a board advisor to Fortune 500, mid-cap, and privately owned companies, Mary Lou Gorno ’76... 

**PLEASE NOTE:** You do not have the option to rearrange the order of the editor’s pick section. Sitecore will automatically determine the order based on when the item was created.

Repeat the above steps for other stories you wish to tag as an editor’s pick.